all 2012 admission. The coordinator read over 600 UCI application essays, following a point system determined by UCI. This opportunity will allow the Transfer Center to have additional insight regarding personal statement strategies.

- The Articulation Officer submitted two counseling courses (COUN 101 and COUN 151) for transferability and was approved by the UC system’s office. Counseling 101 was also approved for Area E (Lifelong Learning) of the CSU-GE pattern.

Recommendation

The Transfer Center can continue to seek ways to have students utilize the center services and work on helping students with more than 60 units complete their academic goals at RHC.Stu

Area's Strategic Direction

Student Services Area:

1. Over the next 1-3 years, the Student Services Area will have to plan, implement, assess and integrate the Student Success Initiative (SSI) in order to meet the expectations of the State. The expectations to monitor new students as a major part of the initiative should have us considering a new student welcome center or a freshman welcome center.

2. Given the SSI recommendations, there needs to be a serious review of the organizational structure of the Student Services Area and consideration for a potential reorganization of services to better align with the SSI expectations.

3. Strengthen the collaboration between Student Services and Academic Affairs especially around the SSI recommendations; emphasize the connections between Rio Hondo College, service areas, high school districts and the common core curriculum.

Admissions and Records:

The strategic direction for the Admissions and Records office over the next 3-5 years is to:

- Reorganize department
- Document Imaging Specialist (BDMS)
- Implement faculty drop roster functionality
- Implement CCCCO eTran
- Implement online parking permit
- Improve processes for collecting non-credit enhanced funding sources
- Implement new Title V changes as appropriate